LIVE STREAMING
WITH

NEXTGENXV

WHO WE ARE
NextGenXV is the Global Home of School Rugby with a mission to bring school sport to the
big screen via live streams.
Games are hosted on our YouTube channel where over 10,000 die hard Rugby fans subscribe
waiting for notifications of live games. We simulcast the games on our social media channels
increasing the world wide reach.
Our production crew are a blend of experienced industry professionals and up and coming
stars from community programmes which specialise in giving opportunities to those who
might otherwise be missed.

WHY STREAM WITH
NEXTGENXV?
Out of sight, out of mind - featuring on our streams keeps you at the forefront
of the conversation, whether that be weekly previews and roundups, or across
our media platforms.
When we stream a game we will be:
Previewing the game
Commenting on social media
Engaging with comments
Writing up the game
Creating highlights
Driving the conversation before, during and after.

STREAM MANAGEMENT
& GRAPHICS

YOUR CAMERA, YOUR CAMERA OPERATOR
Our streaming team would manage your stream for you while still using your own streamcapable kit to broadcast your event live.
We manage and monitor your stream while adding graphics.
This would allow you to focus on your game while knowing that a professional will be
managing your live stream.

STREAM MANAGEMENT WITH
CLOUD-MATE HIRE.
YOUR CAMERA, YOUR CAMERA OPERATOR
We provide a weather-proof case designed with plug & play streaming in mind.
Simply switch on, plug in, and hit stream to begin live broadcasting your event to any
audience of your choice, all the while a dedicated NextGenXV crew will be managing your
stream.
Live Graphics are optional and no extra cost if you wish to include.
Simple, stress-free streaming!

COMMENTATORS,
YOURS OR OURS?
You can add a commentator to any of the options shown.
There are plenty of students/coaches/supporters who want to tell you, and the rest of the

school/clubhouse what they think and what the team needs! This is their chance, someone that
knows all the players and is not shy to shout about it on air.
Alternatively;

We can add commentary at our studio with a commentator of our own. Just send us through

the team sheets and we will do the research, giving you a professional standard of commentary.

CLOUD-MATE DUO SERVICE
Our Cloud-Mate DUO is especially designed for those seeking a professional

live production at your sports event without having the need to accommodate
a live production crew.

A NextGenXV crew will access your cameras remotely from our own streaming
hub and provide a high quality broadcast as if we were on-site.

HI-MATE STREAMING
The Hi-Mate Tripod has recently been updated to include livestreaming functionality from 27ft off the ground.

Designed to make filming and analysing sport events easy and

effective, the telescopic tripod provides a bird’s-eye view of any

sporting event and is operated remotely using its state-of-the-art
camera head, wireless tablet and custom app.

Able to fit in most cars for easy transport, weighing less than 9 kgs,
the Hi-Mate is the ultimate option for a mobile service.

Give your live sports events an in-stadium look with the Hi-Mate’s
unique viewing angle.

ON-SITE OUTSIDE BROADCASTING UNIT
Our specially designed Outside Broadcast Unit (OB) is fully stream-ready.
Made to provide live broadcasts with up to 12 cameras, 48 audio channels,
instant replays, live graphics and a crew of experienced broadcasters.

This is a bespoke service depending on your needs so is scalable cost-wise
from a minimum of 1 camera upwards.

The model you will be familiar with from events such as the St Joseph’s
Festival or individual games such as Sedbergh v Wellington College.

Let us know what you want in your live stream and we’ll make it happen.

WHO WE WORK WITH - SCHOOLS

WHO WE WORK WITH - ORGANISATIONS

CONTACTS
UK | Richard Jackson | +44 (0) 751 9922 081 | richard@nextgenxv.com
UK | Angus Savage

| +44 (0) 7786 261300 | angus@nextgenxv.com

SA | Tom Pullen

| +66 (0) 85-186-1330

| tom@nextgenxv.com

Any questions, feel free to contact us any time!

